
LISA 
RADKE

Lisa was nominated by a resident from the floor during the pre-election meeting



ZAKIA
RICHARDSON

Zakia was interviewed and selected by the Nominating Committee comprised of five residents and one

developer-appointed board member



SCOTT
SHERMAN

To the Daybreak board nominating committee and residents,

It has been my pleasure to serve as a non-voting resident board member for much of the past year.
While I still have time left in that appointment, I wish to be considered by the community for the voting
position opening this year.

I just crossed into my sixth year as a Daybreak resident. My family moved into the Founders area in
2016, just three months after my wife and I stepped foot in Daybreak for the first time and instantly
knew it was the place for us. We loved the sense of community, the events, the look and feel, and the
many amenities and open spaces. It was a place we wanted not just to live, but to be a part of.

In 2018, I started my first term on the HOA’s Budget & Finance Committee, which gave me much insight
into the complexities of running an area as large as Daybreak as well as an appreciation for the
importance of resident perspectives in that management. When my second term was coming to a
close, I chose to apply for a non-voting master board position so that I could continue to use my
experience to support Daybreak.

I so appreciate the efforts of the management team, the staff throughout the neighborhood, and the
efforts of all the committees and volunteers working to keep Daybreak what it is. However, I trust if you
ask anyone who has served alongside me they’ll tell you I am not a rubber-stamp committee member. I
am more than willing to challenge an approach, ask hard questions and roll up my sleeves to find the
right solution that makes sense for everyone. To me, that is the most effective way to bring the best out
in Daybreak.

There are numerous challenges on the horizon. We still have a massive buildout ahead, and maintaining
the sense of community that draws so many of us to Daybreak will be a challenge as the geographic
distance from neighborhood to neighborhood grows. As we saw this year, secondary water restrictions
are likely to cause significant headaches in the years ahead, challenging the way we approach our
stewardship of resources and common area planning. And of course with a new developer overseeing
the expansion it’s imperative residents maintain an open dialog and help ensure we don’t lose the
character and sense of belonging that brought so many of us here in the first place.

I don’t seek this position because I have a particular issue to champion or problem to remedy. Good
governance means seeing beyond your individual experience and considering the whole picture. That’s
what I’ve tried to do these past four-plus years and would continue to do. I hope you see the value in
bringing that approach to the resident voting voice of the board.

Scott Sherman

Scott was interviewed and selected by the Nominating Committee comprised of five residents and one

developer-appointed board member


